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2019 has been another safe and successful year.  
Many of you may have guessed that success will 
not be measured by profit as a profitable year was 
beyond our reach.  The people and the plant 
continue to perform at a high level compared to the 
industry, over the past few years we have seen this 
in many of the areas we track as key indicators.  A 
production record was narrowly missed this year 
due to a longer than normal shutdown in 
September to completely remove and install a new 
control system plant wide.  Many of the 
components of our existing system were no longer 
supported and the age of the system increased the 
likelihood of a critical failure.  This control system 
change needed to happen after our normal 
shutdown timeframe as we had to control the plant 
through shutdown then 3 days were used to 
completely change out and test the new system 
before the plant was brought back online.  Areas 
where CVEC did set new records were energy 
usage, yield, GGS sales and GGS production.  
These focus areas all either lower costs or add 
revenue, but margins were so poor industry wide 
this year that new records in efficiency were not 
enough to keep margins in the black.  Market 
environment, regulatory costs, and political 
agendas did more harm than stellar operations 
could overcome.  Due to great focus and continued 
perseverance the CVAC board has put the plant 
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into a great position to overcome these issues. 
We can expect better results into the future 
even if these market drivers continue to be a 
hindrance.  CVEC will continue to work to 
lower costs and increase revenue streams to 
effectively add value to the production of 
alcohol as a process premium to members.  
A safe work environment is always a focus and 
we have made it another year without any lost 
time accidents.  Employees are engaged and 
active in training to stay aware of potential 
dangers.  Our current experience and 13 years 
of accident free work flows continue to save 
money from insurance and health claims.  
Effective trainings are continually reviewed to 
assure engagement and efficiency in an 
environment where constant change is the 
norm.  As the plant modifies operations to add 
revenue or gain plant efficiencies new 
trainings and standard operating procedures 
need to be created and communicated to 
maintain the safety of the staff and visitors.  
We are very proud of this safety record and 
would like to see it continue well into the 
future.
Energy, GGS sales, GGS production, and yield 
are all new records as we discussed earlier.  
For some of these it is the 3rd time in as many 
years that we have set a new record.  With 
continuing advancements we try to stay at the 
upper edge of overall plant efficiencies and 
these numbers continue to get more and more 
difficult to achieve.  The CVAC Board and 
CVEC staff study and review operational 
advancements that are utilized, and measure 
them on a return platform to get as much out as 
we are putting in on new projects.  Projects 
like WhiteFox should continue to give us a 
path forward for better and better results going 
forward.  Our expectations are for this project 
in particular to increase production while 
lowering energy consumption.  A project like 
the Water Treatment that came online in late 
September will not have the measurable 
returns that other projects have as it is a 
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regulatory investment that must be made for continuing operations in an ever tightening 
regulatory environment.  The addition of water treatment will eliminate all water discharge from 
the plant not storm water related which should now eliminate that particular regulatory hurdle 
going forward.  CVEC will see some benefit beyond regulatory compliance, as the cleaner, softer 
water should lower maintenance costs and increase efficiencies on heat exchanging systems 
internal to the plant.  Again, as I indicated earlier even with all the positives from the process and 
the people we were unable to achieve a positive net margin this year.  The market for ethanol has 
been very tight, with plant shutdowns, demand destruction thru tariffs and Small Refiner 
Exemptions (SRE’s) to the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS).  The facts are, there just haven’t 
been many opportunities to make money, but the focus and efficiencies of CVEC have gotten as 
much out of the market as anyone.  With choice, this would not have been the year to spend 
millions of dollars on a water treatment facility, but environmental regulations set by the MPCA 
force our hand if we want to produce ethanol in any market we must spend the capital to remain 
operational and regulatory compliant.  
When we get together for the annual meeting I believe the information will most likely show the 
market for CVEC was better than for many as our diversity and additional revenue streams 
provide balance against what has been a mostly negative fuel margin environment.  These 
revenue diverse areas are items that will need to continue to expand as over production and 
limited demand factors look to continue.  Diversity outside the fuel market has clearly been a 
benefit to CVEC and the Cooperative that will continue to show great benefit as margins 
stabilize.  I would express my view as, plant efficiency, corn availability, and value added revenue 
streams are the areas that will keep good plants running. 
If you look to Chairman Thompson’s article there are ways that you as a member can assist in 
trying to put fuel ethanol back into a positive margin environment while also increasing your 
local demand for corn markets and competition.  Please take action as you too can assist a rural 
focused value add market that puts dollars back into rural communities.
Minnesota as a state has started to take greater steps to support biofuels with the discussions 
going around about a Midwest Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS).  This would put a value on 
carbon intensity and Green House Gas Emissions and provide additional incentives for 
continuous improvements.   Also the engagement of the MN Governor for a Biofuel Council 
should provide for continued focus on growth for Minnesota’s home grown energy over imported 
domestic oil supplies.  Minnesota has a Petroleum Replacement Law that has wallowed in the 
state statutes without focus or movement.  The State would look to begin to move forward to 
meet the Law.  Minnesota’s Governor is also the Chair for the Governor Biofuel Coalition, a 
group of several Midwest State Governors that will continue to push for increasing biofuel usage 
over today.  Minnesota is currently the leader in the nation on percent of biofuel used per gallon 
of transportation fuel, but there is plenty more room for growth with the right incentives and 
supports.  Please remember that all gasoline powered cars and light duty trucks built after 2001 
can legally use a blend of 15% ethanol.  The movement is starting as we see more and more retail 
gas stations offer unleaded 88 which is a gasoline blend utilizing ethanol at 15% for the additional 
octane over regular 87 octane fuel.   
Please make sure to check out the link for the online petition included in this newsletter and share 
your voice for increased production of flex fuel vehicles.  Even better than using 15% ethanol in 
every vehicle would be the option to make an economic choice to use even higher blends up to 
85% in a statewide, and nationwide fleet of Flex Fuel vehicles.  Even if you believe we will all 
one day be driving electric vehicles, ethanol is the perfect bridge fuel, here right now, to get to a 
cleaner more economic rural future. 
Please be sure to review the information about nominations to the upcoming CVAC Board 
elections to take place at the annual meeting, and thoughtfully consider submitting a nominee to 
represent your district on the CVAC Board.  The annual meeting will be on January 21, 2020 at 
McKinney’s in Benson, so please reserve that date on your calendar.   
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Director Nomination Procedures Fiscal Year 2020

ALL NOMINATIONS OF PERSONS TO STAND FOR ELECTION AS DIRECTORS WHICH ARE 
MADE BY MEMBERS OF Chippewa Valley Agrafuels Cooperative MUST COMPLY WITH 
THE BELOW REQUIREMENTS

NOMINATION NOTICES MUST BE RECEIVED BY
CVEC NO LATER THAN 4:30PM ON DECEMBER 2, 2019

One or more nominees for director positions up for election may be named by a 
nominating committee established by the directors. Additionally, any member who is 
entitled to vote in the election of directors may nominate one or more persons for 
election as directors only if written notice of nomination or nominations (a “nomination 
notice”) has been given, either by personal delivery, email or by United States mail, 
postage prepaid, to the CVEC office not earlier than, or later than, the time set forth by 
nominating committee. A nominee shall only be duly and validly nominated if such 
nominee qualifies for election to the seat to which such nominee is nominated, were 
such person elected.

Please inform the CVEC office on or before the end of the day 4:30pm on
December 2, 2019 of any nomination notice. You may do so by phone, email or mail.

If you would like to nominate someone to stand for election as a director for the 
upcoming fiscal year 2020, please comply with the above requirements. The nominating 
committee of CVAC will review all nominations to assure compliance with CVAC bylaws. 
The nominating committee reserves the right to modify the rules and procedures at its 
discretion.

CVEC MAIN OFFICE
270 20th St NW

Benson, MN 56215

Email: cgoff@cvec.com
Phone: 320-843-4813

OPEN SEATS ACCORDING TO DISTRICT

District 1:    1 open seat (3 year term) - no incumbent

District 2:    2 open seats
  Seat 1:  (3 year term) - Dave Nagler, incumbent 
                          Seat 2:  (2 year term) - No incumbent
                               NOTE: Nominee with the highest popular vote will fill 3 year term

District 3:   1 open seat (3 year term) - Dan Benson, incumbent
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David Thompson, CVAC CHAIRMAN
LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD

It was not a good year in the ethanol industry.   The majority of the plants will end the year in the red. We 
talked about the reasons for the lack luster performance of the ethanol industry at our September member 
meeting and in recent newsletters.    They include the small refinery exemption waivers, fewer flex fuel 
vehicles being produced by the auto industry, limited access to foreign trade opportunities (particularly 
China), and the general bullying tactics employed by big oil. 
The questions for us is – what are we going to do about it?   It’s time to let our voices be heard, 
individually and as an industry.   Many of you are members of Farm Bureau, Farmers Union and the 
National Corn Growers.   These organizations have been a strong advocate for ethanol and we thank them 

for their leadership.    Each of these organizations need active members, they need to hear from you to validate their efforts to 
represent your vision for the ethanol industry.   
CVAC as a company is a member of the American Coalition for Ethanol (ACE) and the Renewable Fuels Association (RFA).    
We are very active in both organizations and support their efforts to move the industry forward.   Each year for the past 10 years 
CVAC has sent a group of 5 to 8 members to Washington, DC for the ACE Fly-In.   While we are there we visit about 150 
congressional offices to educate the members of congress about the importance of ethanol to the environment and the economy.
An area of real concern is the reduced number of flex fuel vehicles being produced by the auto industry.    This limits the 
opportunity for increased use of higher blends of ethanol in the market place.   In this newsletter you will find an on-line link to 
sign a petition to encourage increased production of flex fuel vehicles.    Please take a minute to sign this petition, it is critical to 
the future of the ethanol industry.  If you are shopping for a new vehicle and it is not available as a flex fuel model, express your 
disappointment.  Don’t be afraid to let the dealer know that it is a deal breaker, ask him to pass that information on to the 
manufacturer.
You, as members of CVAC, have worked too hard building this industry to let it get away from us now.   If we don’t make our 
voices heard, it implies that things are OK.   THEY ARE NOT!    2020 is a big election year.    Do your part to make sure that 
ethanol and biofuels are an integral part of the pre-election debates.    LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!



Brody Padgett
COMMODITIES MANAGER

COMMODIT Y UPDATE

2019 certainly has been a year to remember up to this point.  The growing season started slowly 
for most, and not at all for some.  Locally, Swift County failed to plant approximately 15% of the 
available corn and soybean acres as a relentlessly wet month of May forced many to take Prevent 
Plant.  And in case the weather wasn’t enough to give you a headache this year, it seemed that 
with each government crop report we were all left scratching our heads trying to make sense of 
how the government and private forecasters could be so far apart in their projections.  On top of 
all of this, the US trade war with China turned one year old, and ethanol producers have been 
forced to defend the RFS from constant attempts by the EPA to undermine ethanol demand.  So 
in a year of seemingly constant adversity, why should we expect harvest to be any different?
  
As I write this, producers have hardly started on corn harvest and it is currently raining (again), 
but early yield reports have been good and test weights have surpassed what I had hoped for up 
to this point, so I am optimistic that our local crop will exceed expectations.  Obviously the 
Prevent Plant acres will leave a hole in our supply, but I think CVEC will be fortunate to have 
avoided the worst case scenario from the plant’s supply perspective.  That said, make sure to 
keep a close eye on basis levels as the challenges of this year have led them to historically very 
attractive levels.  I think basis will most likely remain better than average into the winter months, 
but at current levels the risk vs reward should be weighed carefully.  

Looking forward, demand for corn will continue to be a focus of the market as the US’s 
competitiveness in the world export market struggles and poor margins continue to weigh on 
ethanol demand for corn in deficit areas.  Adequate national corn stocks and the potential for 
higher 2020 corn acreage should also have you thinking about next year’s marketing plan.  
Consider taking advantage of any rallies in December 2020 corn futures with either cash sales or 
hedge-to-arrives (HTA’s).  CVEC does not charge any fees for HTA’s and we’re always willing to 
help producers that have never used them as a marketing tool understand how they compare to 
cash sales.  

If we’re still harvesting corn by the time you read this, please have a successful harvest season 
and keep safety top of mind.  If harvest 2019 is in the books, please enjoy the holiday season 
with friends and family and all the best as we look forward to 2020.  
 



An online effort is underway to petition automakers to manufacture cars 
and trucks of all models, engines and trim levels that are approved 
for using high-octane, low-carbon ethanol blends. We hope you will 

join us this effort and in supporting and promoting those 
automakers that choose to produce quality cars and trucks that 
run on higher ethanol blends. All it takes is 30 seconds!

1st TRIMESTER PRICE ANNOUNCED.
The price for 1st trimester of FY 2020 will be 
$2.95/bushel plus freight and equalization.

DELIVERY NOTICES START WITH THE 
LETTER “Y” FOR 1st TRIMESTER.
Delivery notices will begin with the letter “Y” for 
the period beginning October 1, 2019. CVAC will 
be calling in 35% of corn deliveries for 1st 
trimester of 2020. Open delivery will continue in 
place and any shareholders who own 50,000 
bushels or more will continue to have two weeks 
in which to deliver your corn.

Reminder of the ALTERNATE DELIVERY 
AGREEMENT opportunity for corn deliveries at 
CVEC. Please call the CVEC office to discuss 
details.

The TAX PLANNING LETTER will be sent out 
to shareholders beginning of December. 

The BENSON CORN POOL has shown a loss of  
.15 per bushel. The letter to BCP members for 
funding of this loss will be mailed in December. 

SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION

FISCAL YEAR 2019/2020

1st   Trimester  Y
2nd Trimester  P
3rd Trimester  H

FIRST TO DELIVER

FISCAL YEAR 2020 /2021

1st   Trimester  I
2nd Trimester  Z
3rd Trimester  Q

FIRST TO DELIVER

CVAC DELIVERY SCHEDULES

Locate up-to-date shares for sale & shares sold on www.cvec.com

CVAC
ANNUAL MEETING

Tuesday, January 21, 2020
McKinneys on Southside, Benson | 1:00 pm

Benson Corn Pool Annual Meeting to follow

https://www.ipetitions.com/petition/global-automakers-offer-more-ethanol-vehicles


